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Abstract

The timing of the divergence between East Asia and Northwest Europe remains

controversial. This stems from many potential errors in past wage measures. I overcome

these issues for Japan by using wages of rural servants, the most common form of labor,

for whom wages can be well measured. Using a new dataset of 1,661 servant wage

contracts, I estimate an annual wage series for unskilled male and female laborers from

1600-1863. Wages fluctuated and were negative correlated with population growth

and are consistent with a Malthusian interpretation. Throughout such fluctuations,

Japanese male laborers consistently received less than half the wage of their English

counterparts. Accounting for differences in female wages or other incomes do not

explain the gap. This places Japan among the poorest societies ever observed. I

also show past studies based on day wages are reliable and this together implies the

divergence of Japan from England by 1380.

∗Graduate Student at UC Davis, Department of Economics
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This paper uses new evidence from servant contracts to estimate annual farm wages in

Japan, 1600-1870. Unlike past studies that have relied on urban unskilled wages, these

measures are representative of the rural masses and less liable to measurement error. I show

that Japanese farm wages were half the level of those of England throughout the period

1600-1870. Japanese farm wages also showed modest gains between 1600 and 1870, despite

recent estimates of significant economic growth in Japan in this period (Bassino et al., 2019).

This is consistent with Japan in this era still being a Malthusian economy, as is assumed in

the later chapters of this dissertation, where wages were regulated by birth and death rates.

The overall finding is of a Japan in consistent poverty before 1870, and a Japan which had

diverged in living standards with England long before 1700.

This chapter adds to growing evidence on the timing an nature of the divergence of East

Asia with Northwest Europe. The optimists led by Pomeranz (2009) have argued that living

standards in East Asia were comparable to much of Northwest Europe as late as 1800. Hence,

the only divergence between these regions was the “great divergence” due to the industrial

revolution. Similar assertions have been made by Hanley (1997) for Japan, and Parthasarathi

(2011) for India. Most of these findings have been based on a combination of a small number

of wage observations and impressions of living standards from the qualitative literature.

In contrast, the pessimists have found quantitative evidence that East Asian wages were

significantly lower than Western Europe and more comparable to southern Europe (Allen,

2001; Bassino and Ma, 2006). They show an earlier divergence preceded the great divergence.

Yet, such seemingly contradicting evidence has proved indecisive for two reasons. First, there

is disagreement for what constitutes a divergence. Second, many have argued that the urban

unskilled wages used in past wage estimates may have significant measurement error.

Regarding the first issue, some historians have focused on wage comparisons while others

compare living standards of typical households. This can produce different results. East

Asian households were far less likely to be landless than those in Western Europe, driving a

wedge between wages and total household incomes. Therefore, focusing on the comparison

of poorer households’ living standards tends to underestimate differences in average output

per person between Asia and Western Europe (Bassino et al., 2005). However, given similar

production functions, similar household living standards can still imply significant divergence

of societies. Figure 1 shows a production function with wages in society 1 being similar to

GDP per capita in society 2. If most households in society 1 earn only wages while most

households in society 2 have equal shares of land rents and earn GDP per capita, living

standards will be similar for poorer households. Average output per person, however, will

be significantly higher in the more unequal society. Therefore, it is critical to compare

either GDP per capita or wages across societies, and not the household incomes of poorer
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Figure 1: Wages and GDP per Capita in Two Societies that have Diverged

households.

The second issue is the potential measurement errors from basing wage estimates on urban

day wages. The use of urban day wages has been criticized for many Asian societies due to

three broad concerns about measurement (Deng and O’Brien, 2016; Parthasarathi, 2011).

First, the day wages must be representative of most laborers within the economy. However,

urban day laborers were uncommon and in one region of Japan represented perhaps 4%

of the population (Bassino et al., 2005).1 Second, there are ambiguities related to whether

unrecorded in-kind payments were supplied to laborers. In particular, food during work hours

is known to have been supplied in some cases. Third, the number of work days is unknown

so the literature has relied on arbitrary assumptions of work days. Each of these issues can

prove critical and have been sufficient to muddy the waters surrounding the interpretation

of their findings.

I estimate annual wage incomes for men and women in Japan, 1600-1870 using a new

source, servant contracts, that listed the annual wage of live-in servants. The data is distinct

from past papers that have relied on urban unskilled day wages in Kyoto, 1741-1913 (Bassino

and Ma, 2006). The wage data from annual servant contracts avoid the issues mentioned

above. Such servants were common within villages across Japan making their wages rep-

resentative of the marginal product of the peasant masses. The subsistence of the servant

was always the responsibility of the employer and can be easily estimated. I do not have to

assume an arbitrary work year to estimate total wage incomes. Therefore, these estimates

will more precisely capture the annual wage incomes of the rural masses.

The new estimates not only confirm that wages were indeed low relative to England but

also shows the absolute level of wages were extremely low. Male laborers earned enough to

1If labor markets were well functioning these wages will remain relevant to rural living standards but
findings from other countries suggest a rural-urban gap can exist.
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subsist 2–3 people. This is shockingly low because it suggests that male wages alone could

not support a family of four. The general levels of annual wages are consistent with the

day wages, showing the earlier day wage based studies were accurate. Assuming day wages

are similarly accurate for earlier periods, the divergence would have occurred long before the

1380s. Comparing the day wages to annual wages suggest work years of 325 days a year. This

is much higher than England up to 1750 where the work year was less than 250 days a year.

England only approached such long work years circa 1800 during the industrial revolution.

Humphries and Weisdorf (2017) argues that increasing work years played a major role in

achieving modern economic growth. Japan did not achieve modern economic growth despite

the increasing work year.

This paper also estimates female wages, 1600-1863. The literature has often focused

on comparing male wages and international comparisons of female wages remain relatively

neglected. Japanese women were paid relatively well, as they received 75% of the male wage

compared 50% for English women (Humphries and Weisdorf, 2015). Therefore, if I focus

on the wage income of a couple, it can close 17% of the gap in wages between Japan and

England as implied by male wages alone. These findings caution against focusing on only

male wages which has been the standard for the literature.

These results contrast with the divergence narrative by Bassino et al. (2019) based on

GDP per capita. They place the beginnings of divergence in the medieval period. However,

they argue the divergene was caused by consistent but slower growth in Japan relative to

Northwest Europe. Such a narrative is decidedly non-Malthusian. I find no such evidence of

consistent growth. The difference lies in approach. GDP per capita can capture divergence

but a critical problem is the vast amount of data required for estimating something as data

intensive as GDP per capita. In reality, the data does not exist and much rests on speculative

assumptions. As I will show, despite their efforts resulting in the most plausible estimates,

the underlying sources remain extremely limited and there are many potential errors.2 I use

wages that are observable and I can measure the potential error to show these estimates are

reliable.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. I begin by showing my data sources for

wages, prices, and currency exchange which I use to convert various wages into a rice wage.

I then present various methods of estimating wages and find my main results remain robust

to specification. Finally I show the level of Japanese wages in the international context.

2Such errors cannot be measured. They base their confidence on subjective assessments of error which is
the only way in which we can think of errors in their setting.
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Data

Agricultural servants (hokonin) in Japan were workers on long-term contracts who lived

and worked in the employers household. The worker would help the employer in their liveli-

hood and assist in housework. In exchange they received payments in kind for subsistence

most notably in the form of food and lodging. They also typically received a wage payment

before they began working unlike typical servants in England who received the wage after

employment. Ramseyer (1995) argues that this was due to asymmetries in the law which

did not protect employees if they were not paid.

The number of servant serving for longer than one year within village were in gradual de-

cline as they were replaced with shorter term servants. This can be seen in annual population

censuses which mostly listed servants serving for longer than a year. Figure ?? shows the

number of servants in a sample of villages in Northeast Japan and Central Japan, 1650-1870,

as compiled by Mori, 1956 and Mizoguchi, 1981. There is a clear decrease in servants serving

long than one year from as high 30% to disappearing in many villages. There was much

regional and village level variation but many studies find similar trends towards declining

periods of service. Despite this decline, the servants themselves remained a large source of

labor in the countryside throughout this period. I use contracts of various lengths to allow

for these changing trends in contract length.

One example of a servant guarantee for a woman named Oku living in the Kanto region

is below3.

Servant Guarantee

The woman Oku is a reliable person so with us as the guarantor we send her as

a servant to you in between the coming second of February in the year of the

monkey, to the second of February in the year of the bird. We set the wage at 2

ryo of gold of which we have currently received 1.625 ryo. Granted this, we have

nothing more to say on her condition in your care. If she causes any problems,

the guarantors signed here will go anywhere to plead for her so that you will not

face any inconveniences. If she contracts any long-term illnesses, you may relieve

her of duties and we will compensate you accordingly. In the unlikely occasion

that she absconds we will swiftly find her and return her to you.

She is obviously not allowed to break public rules or family etiquettes.

As for her religion, she is a Zen Buddhist belonging to Kogen temple and her

temple affiliation guarantee is held by us. If there is any need for them, we will

3I take this from Fujiokashi (1993) 926. This is my own translation.
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Figure 2: The Number and type of Observations
The bars represent numbers of observations (left axis) and the line indicates types of contract
(right axis).

give them to you. As proof of the above, this guarantee has been written.

December of 6th year of Bunsei, year of the sheep

Higashi Hirai Village

Guarantor: Kuno

Guarantor: Jinjuro

To Mr Hayashinosuke

In total, I have collected 1661 observations servant wages. Part of these are digitized con-

tracts from local histories, where they have transcribed whole contracts into large collections

of primary sources. The other sources are secondary sources. Many are articles that have

tabulated the data. These are not random samples due to survival bias. Additionally in the

case of local histories there was a choice of contracts to be included by editors. However,

local histories were compiled by hundreds of separate historians who had varying preferences

resulting in minimal biases.

This source should be representative of the marginal product of workers. Servants were

often excess laborers from rural households who were sent to work in other households.4

4This contrasts with situations in which whole families move and thereby sell or abandon capital or land.
In such cases wages would have to be comparable to the value of wages plus the annual value of capital or
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Households were in a situation in which they compared the value of the wage to the value

of the labor within the household. Labor should only be sold if the wage was above the

marginal product of labor within the household. Simultaneously, labor is only bought if it is

less than or equal to the marginal product of the laborer in the buyer household. Therefore,

this is a valid measure of wages.

There were three types of contracts. The first were permanent sales of labor, or slavery,

which happened in the 17th century but eventually disappeared. I do not use these contracts.

The second was labor in exchange for loans. In this case, the laborer was returned once the

loan was returned. The wage of the laborer was treated as payment for interest on the loan

until the original loan was returned. This may be akin to indentured servant contracts seen

across the world. These decreased in importance by the 1800s. The third were contracts

which simply exchanged a wage for a fixed period of work. They became more common from

the 18th century. I use the second and third type of contracts.

One may be concerned about mixing these two types of contracts. In particular, were

laborers accepting low implicit wages in desperation for loans? This will be a major concern if

employers had monopolies in the labor market. Yet, the evidence seems to indicate laborers

could pick among multiple employers and traveled to other villages within the region for

work. Due to the existence of multiple employers, market power is unlikely to have been

monopolized attenuating the effect of this contract on wages. In any case, I check for

robustness of result by estimating wages based solely on either type of contract and the

results are robust.

Methodology

This paper combines a patchwork of data from hundred of locations and years into a

single coherent wage series. I can control for this in a simple regression framework using

dummies for locations. The major assumption to justify this is that labor markets were

integrated and wages weakly converged towards one price. Regions can have different wage

levels but general trends have to be similar. A threat to this method is barriers to migration.

Regarding such barriers, the regulations against the freedom of migration is often quoted

but the lords seem to have become generally permissive towards migration.5 It is also well

known that migrants escaped the relatively low wages in Northern Japan.6 Households may

land.
5Saito (2009)
6For instance, Drixler (2016) writes of whole households migrating great distances from the Hokuriku to

north Kanto and Northeast, using temple networks. There were some political barriers for such household
migration, but for individual laborers, the scope for migration would have been far greater.
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have faced significant barriers to migration but individuals commonly slipped in and out of

villages whether for marriage or to find better work opportunities.

Given this assumption, the general approach is to construct decadal estimates of wages

using the following OLS specification

Wagei,t = β0 + β1decadet + β2Zi,t + εi,t (1)

I control for region and contract type, to get a better estimate of decadal developments

in wage. I use interactions of century with contract type to allow more flexibility in their

effects.7 I estimate the specification separately for both men and women. I use intervals of

time longer than a decade in the earlier periods due to the lack of observations.8 By lumping

data into decades, I avoid the fluctuation of wages with grain prices. The great advantage

of this method is that I can create a confidence interval for the average wage.

The main issue is in converting wages into comparable units across both time and space.

There are two issues. First, it is necessary to create real wages, that account for in-kind

payments, that are comparable across countries. I need to create a price basket for this

purpose. Second, I must account for the different types of contracts. In the remainder of

this section, I give the details of how I deal with each of these issues.

Price Baskets

In order to make the wages variable comparable across time, I can use either a grain wage

or a larger basket of goods. Allen (2001) pioneered the latter approach, known as “welfare

ratios”, to create a basket of standard goods for consumption that fulfill certain criteria such

as calories, protein content, and clothing. Baskets are allowed to differ across countries,

as consumption patterns differed markedly in an era without global trade, and wages can

be expressed as the number of subsistence baskets that can be purchased. This approach

accounts for goods beyond the primary grain in the society. However, the disadvantage is

the arbitrary nature of the basket. Baskets are constructed based on calorie and protein

content but it is easy to manipulate the quantity of goods. Primary grain wages, discussed

below, are better in this dimension as the choice of good is not arbitrary. As this method

is the standard in the literature, I attempt to construct wages based on baskets of standard

goods.

Unfortunately, only a limited version of this approach can be executed in the case of Japan

due to the limited price data. Goods such as cheaper grains were not sold but consumed by

7I cannot do this with regions as there are too many regions and it blows up the standard error.
8Specifically, I take 1600-1649 as one period then take quarter centuries between 1650-1749.
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Table 1: The Consumption Basket per Person per Year 1745–1754

Quantity Price Share of Expenditure (%)
Goods Standard Barebones (g of silver) Standard Barebones

Beans (l) 4 4 0.94 1.1 1.3
Soybeans (kg) 52 26 1.49 23.2 13.8

Rice (kg) 114 30 1.49 50.9 16.0
Barley and Wheat (kg) 10 70 1.09 3.3 27.2

Fish (kg) 3.5 0 2.18 2.3 0
Buckwheat and others (kg) 16 75 0.89 4.2 24.0

Edible oil (l) 1 1 5.66 1.7 2.0
Linen (m) 5 5 5.83 8.7 10.4

Lamp oil (l) 2.6 2.6 5.66 4.4 5.3
Total cost of Basket 333.4 279.9

Annual cost of 1940kcals 300.6 300.6
of Rice per day

Most of the above follows (Bassino and Ma, 2006). I assume 180 litres/koku, 150kg/koku for
rice, 129 kg/koku for soybeans, and 3.75 kg/ken. I assume prices relative to rice as follows:
Beans 0.63, barley and wheat 0.73, buckwheat and other grain 0.6, and 1.46 for fish. Cotton
linen prices are taken from Osaka in 1840-49, and lamp oil and edible oils are taken as having
the same price. All prices in monme are converted into silver grams assuming 3.11 g of pure
silver per monme.

farmers. In an earlier study, Bassino and Ma (2006) created two basket, one for standard

households and the other for poorer households, using nine goods but only the price of

three (rice, soybeans and lamp oil) were available. The prices of others were taken as fixed

proportions of other goods.9 I can improve on their methods by adding barley prices from

Kusano (1996) but this is a marginal improvement.10 The problems are greater in the 17th

century, where only rice prices are available.

The other option is to use a rice wage, which takes the total amount of rice purchasable

with the wage. This can be expressed in the number of people that can be subsisted with

a rice diet of 1940 kcals per day. Although this may seem primitive, it is a good proxy

for a society in which the primary grain takes up a large proportion of consumption. I can

compare these two approaches by looking at the relative prices of rice relative to the basket.

Table 1 shows the consumption basket created by Bassino and Ma (2006) where I revise the

relative prices of barley, wheat and buckwheat upwards using prices given in Kusano (1996)

9The prices were available during the Meiji period which is part of their wage estimates.
10The data is from Harima province just west of Osaka.
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Figure 3: Price of Goods in Basket Relative to Rice

and Mitsui-Bunko (1989).11 It is apparent that rice was 51% of expenditure for the standard

basket. Moreover, the total costs of these baskets are very close to the price of a 1940 kcal

rice diet. Interestingly, even if we believe peasants did not eat rice, the price of barley and

wheat was 70-80% of rice while buckwheat may have been slightly cheaper at 50-60% of

the price so that living expenses only decreased by 16%. Due to the arbitrary nature of the

basket, one could argue that peasants exclusively ate the cheapest grains. However, available

agricultural statistics suggest otherwise. In the case of Japan in 1877, rice was 57.6% of all

grain produced by volume, whereas wheat and barley was 31.6% and only 10.8% were other

grains such as millet in 1877 (Oki and Goto, 2013). Ordinary likely consumed a mixture of

grains as given in the baskets.

As the first option is more desirable but not possible for the whole period, I create a hybrid

measure that uses prices for non-rice goods when available. I assume a fixed price relative

to rice when the data is unavailable. The prices of these goods relative to rice are shown in

figure 3.12 There appears to be no clear trend in relative prices with the exception of lamp

oil which only composes a tiny proportion of consumption. Therefore, I use the averages

share of these goods relative to rice if the data is missing.13 There are only rice prices before

11I find buckwheat and wheat was on average 74% of rice prices rather than the 51% used by Bassino and
Ma (2006). This is because they used relative prices from the Meiji period rather than the Tokugawa period.
I also increase buckwheat prices to 60% of rice rather than 41% by inflating the relative price to the same
extent as wheat and barley. The revision mainly affects the barebones basket which is 19% more expensive
under this change.

12The data for rice and lamp oil are available on the GPIH database online. The soybean prices are from
(Mitsui-Bunko, 1989) where I take prices from April. The price of barley is from Kusano (1996).

13Against 1 kg of rice this is 0.73 for 1 kg of wheat/barley, 1.12 for 1 kg of soybeans, and 3.9 for 1 liter
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Figure 4: The Price of Baskets Relative to a Pure Rice Basket
A pure rice basket refers to quantity of rice to feed somebody 1940 kcal per day for one year.
I only plot years in which the price of at least one good other than rice is available.

1720 so the baskets only account for the average relative price differences preceding this year

and caution must be exercised.

A subsequent issue is the location and currency of the prices. Although rice prices are

available for multiple locations, many of them are from domain government sources meaning

they may not reflect true market prices (Iwahashi, 1981; Kimura, 1987). There are only a

handful of market based prices from Western Japan, but only Osaka and Hiroshima have

series going back to the 17th century. Therefore, I will use the fact that rice markets were

integrated as already shown by other studies (Bassino, 2007; Dobado-González et al., 2015)

which implies locational choice is not a major factor. This assumption will not affect the

results as most rice price series, including domain government prices, were at very similar

levels throughout the period. I choose prices in Osaka, which was the center of the rice

trade, and impute the missing years using the rice price in Hiroshima.14 For goods other

than rice, I only have prices in very limited locations so I assume the ratio of prices relative

to rice were similar in Osaka. As Osaka prices were in silver, I convert all wage payments

in other currencies (Gold was used in the east while bronze was used for smaller payments)

into silver using data from (Murakami and Takahashi, 1986). See appendix A for all details.

The resulting price series is shown relative to the price of only consuming rice at 1940

of lamp oil. The relative prices of other goods are as given in table 1. There are obvious dangers to such
assumptions, as price ratios may have changed drastically in the 17th century so some caution is required.

14Hiroshima is used, because it has observations for years in which Osaka rice prices are missing. There
are no alternative locations.
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kcals per day for a year in figure 4. It is clear that using a grain wage gives results that are in

between the two baskets and using a basket adds surprisingly little to the analysis. Taking

the mean of wages by decade will smooth out the fluctuations so that decadal average living

standards will be highly correlated with the decadal grain wage. If the pattern holds for the

17th century, the use of a grain wage should not be an issue.

Finally, I use the values of these various baskets to account for the value of in-kind

payments received by the servant for subsistence. Some servants had stipulations for receiving

summer and winter clothing as a condition for work while others did not. It is difficult

to know whether servants without clothing as part of their contract actually received no

clothing. The supply of clothing may have been an unwritten rule in some regions. Rather

than directly dealing with this issue, I follow Humphries and Weisdorf (2017) in assuming

workers received a subsistence income in addition to a wage. This is practical, since the

minimal needs of the servants were meant to be supplied by the employed.15 Moreover, from

the perspective of the household sending a family member to be a servant, the wage is the

surplus beyond the subsistence of the servant. Thus, this crude method of thinking about

in-kind payments do fit the logic of the household at the time.16

I use the following formula to get the total wage for servants in units of a year’s worth

of rice per adult17.

wagei,t =
annual wagei,t ∗ currency

price baskett
+ 1 (2)

where the basket is either pure rice, the standard basket, or the barebones basket. This

measures wages in the total number of people that can subsist on the wage.

Contract Types

As stated above, many servants received most if not all of their wage before they began

work. Thus, these workers receiving less due to their paying interest for advanced payment.

This is simple to correct, using the formula below to back out the true wage rate.

W =
T∑
t=1

1

(1 + r)t
w

15At the very least, food and shelter would be supplied. There is bound to have been some variance in
the supply of other goods, yet such differences will be small compared to the costs of food and shelter.

16In some cases, children would become servants for free in order to benefit from the need to feed one less
mouth. This is known as kuchi berashi.

17This is 2000 kcals per day, assuming 534 kcals per 0.001 koku of rice.
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Figure 5: The Pay Deduction for Servants receiving Advanced Pay

Here, r represents the daily interest rate, W is the annual wage and w is the day wage. Using

this, the day wage rate is

w =
W (1 − β)

β(1 − βT )
(3)

where β = 1
(1+r)

. The typical annual interest rates that appear in contracts is 30%, with much

of it accounting for a large risk premium.18 I use this 30% rate to calculate the comparable

day wage rate in my analysis. Figure 5 graphically shows the extent of the deduction in the

apparent rate of pay with varying rates of interest, for those receiving their pay in advance.

Clearly, the rate of deduction could be size-able. Even people working on one year contracts

would receive 88% of the aggregate daily wage. For those working 10 year contracts, the

comparable number was 40%. Much of their wage went towards the convenience of receiving

an early pay. Many contracts list the inability to pay taxation as the reason for servant-hood

and these numbers quantify the cost paid by households to receive advances.

Due to much of the data lacking the amount paid in advance, I assume all servants

received their whole pay in advance. This should be reasonable given the available data on

advances average 80% of total pay. Thus, any errors in measuring the true wage should be

small. Moreover, I will get a slight over-estimate of wages which is convenient given I claim

wages were extremely low despite this potential miss-measurement.

The other type of servant worked for a loan based contract. These usually had zero

18The typical risk-free rate hovered around 10%
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interest and the servant’s labor was conceived as paying for the interest. In special cases, the

loan was split into a portion carrying interest and a portion with zero interest. I calculate

the actual daily wage as the interest on the portion of the original loan with zero interest or

w = rL0 (4)

where L0 is the zero interest portion of the loan. Due to the lack of data on interest rates

for many contracts with zero interest loans, I will assume an interest rate of 30% which

is commonly observed among contracts carrying interest. I also add a fixed effect for loan

based contracts to partially control for any miss-measurement due to this assumption. In

some cases, servants received both a loan and a wage. In such cases, I can simply sum up

the wage from equations 3 and 4 to find the effective wage of these servants.

Results

The new wage estimates are consistent with the pessimistic outlook of Japan in poverty

(see table 2 and figure 6). Male wages fluctuated between 1.9–3.2 standard baskets which

would have been insufficient for the needs of a family with replacement level fertility. Inter-

estingly, the composition of baskets make little difference to this gloomy outlook and even

the barebones basket could only earn 3.6 baskets worth of goods. The generally low standard

errors allow me to be very confident that wages would never have been sufficient to subsist

four people. Similarly, female wages were also low and fluctuated between 1.3–2.4 standard

baskets worth of purchasing power. Women could barely earn enough for themselves at some

points in time. As these wages are at the annual level, there is no room for more days of

work or after-hour work to be concealing higher wage incomes as argued by Bassino et al.

(2005). Wages were consistently low in Japan back to 1600.

Could this result be due to a measurement error in wages? I find that the specification

is robust to the following (see Appendix for the results). First, I try estimating the equa-

tion using only wage contracts. Second,I estimate the equation non-parametrically to get a

smoother function. For each of these changes the results are robust. There could also be

problems related to my assumptions. Most notably, I implicitly assumed the proportion of

wages received in advance remained constant. However, the literature finds the proportion

of wages received in advance was decreasing over time meaning I am over-estimating wages.

This may partially explain the steep rise in wages around 1750. However an argument based

on measurement error cannot overturn the general finding of poverty.

Comparing these findings with the day wage estimates can give us an idea of the length
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Table 2: Wage Estimation Results 1600–1863
Male Female

Period Standard Barebones Grain Standard Barebones Grain
1600-49 2.22 2.51 2.36 1.76 1.94 1.83

(0.155) (0.187) (0.165) (2.12) (0.260) (0.232)
1650-74 2.02 2.24 2.12 1.39 1.47 1.41

(0.113) (0.137) (0.125) (0.151) (0.185) (0.168)
1675-99 1.81 2.00 1.87 1.27 1.33 1.28

(0.109) (0.133) (0.123) (0.142) (0.174) (0.159)
1700-25 2.03 2.27 2.13 1.69 1.84 1.74

(0.105) (0.128) (0.118) (0.113) (0.140) (0.129)
1725-49 1.94 2.14 2.04 1.50 1.61 1.57

(0.084) (0.102) (0.096) (0.109) (0.134) (0.126)
1750-59 2.09 2.33 2.25 1.46 1.57 1.52

(0.113) (0.139) (0.134) (0.191) (0.241) (0.224)
1760-69 2.70 3.08 2.86 2.11 2.34 2.21

(0.101) (0.126) (0.112) (0.178) (0.218) (0.193)
1770-79 2.80 3.17 2.96 2.24 2.49 2.35

(0.084) (0.103) (0.091) (0.111) (0.138) (0.120)
1780-89 2.62 2.99 2.72 2.04 2.31 2.10

(0.066) (0.082) (0.073) (0.077) (0.099) (0.081)
1790-99 2.86 3.21 3.13 2.39 2.67 2.60

(0.044) (0.052) (0.052) (0.055) (0.068) (0.067)
1800-09 3.11 3.57 3.41 2.37 2.67 2.57

(0.043) (0.053) (0.052) (0.052) (0.063) (0.062)
1810-19 3.22 3.64 3.47 2.40 2.66 2.56

(0.046) (0.055) (0.052) (0.132) (0.157) (0.141)
1820-29 3.04 3.46 3.26 2.39 2.68 2.55

(0.063) (0.078) (0.073) (0.101) (0.125) (0.123)
1830-39 2.58 2.91 2.80 1.95 2.14 2.06

(0.058) (0.070) (0.068) (0.091) (0.110) (0.100)
1840-49 2.88 3.27 3.22 2.39 2.67 2.63

(0.115) (0.143) (0.128) (0.134) (0.159) (0.155)
1850-59 2.66 3.01 2.91 2.01 2.21 2.18

(0.110) (0.136) (0.136) (0.139) (0.172) (0.178)
1860-63 2.29 2.60 2.57 1.55 1.67 1.63

(0.104) (0.135) (0.148) (0.092) (0.108) (0.091)

All units are in the number of baskets purchasable, with each basket sufficient
for one person for one year.
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Figure 6: Wage Estimates using Servant Contracts
Black lines (the top 3 series) are for males and red lines (the bottom 3 series) are for females.
Bars plot the 95% confidence interval. It is only from the 1720s that the baskets fluctuate
differently from the grain wage. Before 1720, only rice prices are available so baskets are
constructed by taking other good prices as fixed relative to rice.

of the work year if urban day wages are comparable with rural annual wages. I can check

for a rural urban wage gap by using a limited sample of 9 urban servant contracts and re-

estimating the above with an urban dummy. This shows an insignificant coefficient with a

coefficient of -0.17 and a standard error of -0.18. Therefore, there is no evidence for a rural-

urban wage gaps. Thus, I can take the annual wage and divide it by unskilled day wage from

Bassino and Ma (2006), 1740–1863, to find a proxy for the work year. The implied average

work year averaged 326 days for the whole period when I drop outliers (See Appendix ??).

This is consistent with the few annual servant observation in which days of rest are specified

and are observed to be between 24-60 days a year. These figures are consistent with the work

year for agricultural workers stated in government surveys numbering 314 (Bassino et al.,

2005). This is also significantly more than European workers who are commonly assumed

to have worked 250 days a year. Japanese laborers were poor despite their hard work.

One factor that partially mitigated poverty was the relatively high wage of female la-

borers. Females were important household members, many of whom continued to work

after marriage (Nagano, 2003), and some wives were even sent to work as servants. At ap-

proximately three quarters of male wages, female wages were much higher in relative terms
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Figure 7: Grain Wages and Population
For the earlier series of day wages from Bassino et al. (2010), I assume 330 days of work a
year. I take 100 year bins because their evidence lacks power at the 20 year span at which
they present their results.

than English female laborers who received approximately half of the male wage in the 17th-

18th centuries(Humphries and Weisdorf, 2015). For example, if we take wages at 1780-1800

Japanese male laborer wages were 45% of English equivalent. However, if we take a couple’s

wages the Japanese wage becomes 53% of the English wage. This decreases the wage gap

by 15% although the actual effect may be less if married women worked less hours due to

pregnancy and child-care. In any case, the case of Japan cautions against over-reliance on

male wages.

So far, I have focused on general levels but the longer time frame of this study reveals

interesting Malthusian fluctuations. First, one would expect population and wages to be

negatively correlated. The most obvious case was that from 1600-1720 as population ex-

ploded after the end of a long civil war 1467-1600. My evidence is consistent for a downward

trend in wages from 1600-1720 but it remains rather weak due to higher standard errors in

this period. However, I can augment my findings with day wage evidence from Bassino et al.

(2010) for the period, 1400-1600, assuming 330 days of work and taking 100 year bins.19

This addition brings greater confidence to a downward trend as wages were indeed much

19Although they look at a longer time frame, their wage observations are mainly from 1380 onwards. Here
they find many wages cluster around 10 copper coins. They assume 10 copper coins per unskilled laborer
throughout the period, the average nominal wage, and fluctuations are the result of rice price fluctuations.
There are many fluctuations due to noise so I adopt 100 year bins.
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Figure 8: Estimates of GDP per Capita and Agricultural Output per Person
I change the measure to the amount of rice sufficient to feed one person at 1940 kcal per day
for a year.

higher in the 16th century.20 Population was growing from the 15th-16th centuries but it

never reached its potential due to a civil war disturbing the functioning of markets and com-

munities. The trough was reached some time between 1700-49 as the population peaked and

labor became abundant. Past studies had missed this trough due to them beginning during

or after the rise in wages.

Population stabilized after the 1720s but this may be due to increased infanticide driving

up death rates and thereby preventing population from increasing. Drixler (2013) studies

Eastern Japan to find infanticide seems to have increased from the early 18th century as

population pressures became acute. The culture of infanticide seems to have persisted into

the early 20th century and this acted to reduce population pressures. Wages gradually

increased due to gradual technological growth so that wages increased by 50%. These general

trends were punctuated by famine in the 1730s, 1780s and 1830s. As population began to

grow again in the mid 19th century, wages seem to also have declined but it is difficult to

distinguish it from the chaos resulting from the opening of international trade and civil war

preceding the Meiji revolution.

The overall findings is a Malthusian society with low and absolute wages, 1400-1863.

There was little sign of growth except for after the mid 18th century as population stabilized.

However this also plateaued by 1800. This contrasts with the claims by Bassino et al.

20I use the population estimates adopted by (Bassino et al., 2019) to make this comparable to their study.
In general there are many population estimates with much debate for population levels before the first reliable
case of 1720.
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(2019) who estimate GDP per capita and argue for a gradual divergence in growth since the

medieval period. Their claims rest on their estimates of non-agricultural production. To

see this, I plot their findings in figure 8. I have corrected for agricultural production in the

8th century as Midorikawa (2016) shows the often cited numbers used to estimate ancient

agricultural production have used the wrong volume unit which is half the true volume.

Agricultural production per person was highly stable with little improvement from ancient

times to 1874. The agricultural production itself suggests stagnation and is highly consistent

with the findings from wages.

The key to their findings of divergence therefore rest on non-agricultural production.

However, they do not have direct observations of non-agricultural production so they estimate

it in two steps. They first show population densities, and to a lesser extent urbanization rates,

by prefecture were correlated with secondary and tertiary sectors in 1874, 1890, and 1909.

They then assume a similar relationship held in the past and backwardly project secondary

and tertiary sector production using population density estimates by prefecture (for details

see Saito and Takashima (2016)). Unsurprisingly, most of the non-agricultural growth comes

from the population growth of 1600-1720.21 Their correlation is more believable beyond the

mid 19th century but it becomes suspect from the early 19th century when there was a

change in patterns of urbanization and urbanization rates declined. It also seems unlikely

that the pattern held from 1600-1720 when society saw a huge transformation with an almost

doubling of population. Any argument that rests on divergence before the 1720s therefore

rests on weak ground.

I would argue that any growth must have been after the mid 18th century when wages

began to increase, due to increased productivity. The increased productivity would have

also increased land rental incomes, which was partially captured by peasants. This may

have led to growth in manufacturing and tertiary industries, driven by increased demand

from increasing living standards. However, this was not modern long-run growth as Japan

seems to have stagnated by 1800 before wages declined due to population growth and rising

rice prices from political instability. Moreover, the growth cannot be overstated because, as

I show in the following section, the absolute increase in wages was rather small and a large

gap remained between England and Japan.
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Figure 9: Primary Grain Wages in Rural England and Rural Japan
Units are in number of people sustainable consuming only the primary grain at 1940 kcal
per day. I use grain wages from Bassino et al. (2010) assuming 330 days of work for Japan
for the period 1400-1600.

International Comparisons

I first compare the primary grain wage of rural England (using a wheat wage) and

rural Japan (using a rice wage). There are very few farm wages available in Europe but the

distinction from urban areas is important. Urban areas usually had far higher wage levels. It

is immediately clear that a divergence had occurred by 1400. Relative wages were far lower in

Japan with English wages being 2.6 times higher around 1700 and a slight decline to 1.6 times

the wage 1770-1799. As Northwest European urban wages are comparable, this is suggestive

that a divergence of Japan with Europe had occurred by 1400 and persisted at this general

level until the late 19th century. These findings indicate a long-term phenomenon must

explain the divergence between Japan and England, rather than a short term phenomenon.

I next compare the wages across countries based on baskets of goods. I use day wage

based estimates for other countries assuming 250 days work. Although Asian households may

have worked longer, much like in Japan, I do not have evidence to claim this. I use barebones

baskets as the Chinese estimates used a basket comparable to this. I only plot beyond the

1730s when the Japanese basket is largely available. Most of the series are averaged at

the decadal level to avoid fluctuations from grain prices. Interpretation requires caution

because the approach of subsistence baskets has many weaknesses, including the arbitrary

21Although not very visible in the figure, the sectoral share of non-agricultural production jumps from
26% to 37% at which it remains relatively stable.
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Figure 10: International Comparisons of Wages
All units are in number of one person’s worth of basket purchasable. I use the barebones
basket for Japan to make it comparable to the estimates for China. Data is taken from the
GPIH website which was originally used by Clark (2007) and Allen et al. (2011).

nature of baskets. Chinese baskets use sorghum as the primary grain rather than rice,

which was 2.5 times more expensive, and this tends to overstate Chinese living standards.

Moreover, the Bengal estimates are based on single observations and any single point needs

to be interpreted with caution. Finally, as stated at the start of this chapter, the day wage

estimates are suspected to have potential measurement error although this was not the case

for Japan.

I plot the wages of Japan relative to other pre-industrial societies in figure 10. It is clear

that rural England had far higher wages than other parts of the world. The English could

sustain 5 people or more with only their wage. Asian countries and had lower wage rates that

could generally sustain 4 people or less. These Asian countries had similar living standards

to Milan as suggested by the earlier literature (Bassino and Ma, 2006). The reasons for the

divergence of southern Europe remains a separate puzzle.

Japan was the poorest society in the early 18th century but its relative level fluctuated

in the following decades. Other countries also became similarly poor with 2 baskets worth

of wage in the late 18th-19th centuries. However, the low living standards in the other

countries were partially driven by rising prices from political instability. For instance, the

opium wars in China and the Napoleonic wars in the case of Italy. In contrast, Japan was

poor in times of relative peace. A second observation is that Asian economies are generally

poorer than England. As stated earlier, the Chinese wages are likely upwardly biased due to
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the composition of its basket. Before the 1850s, these societies had annual wages that could

not sustain families of 4 while English households could sustain more than 5. If the other

Asian wage series are reliable, it seems clear that much of East and South Asia had diverged

from Northwest Europe by the 18th century.

Conclusion

This article has been the first to construct annual wage estimates for Japan for the

period, 1600-1870. The results show the history of early modern Japanese laborers was

of constant poverty. The robust nature of the sources show such claims are clearly not the

result of measurement error. The new results from 1600-1740 suggest population growth was

negatively correlated with wages. This was a Malthusian society. As population increased,

the economy became abundant with labor which subsequently drove down wages to perhaps

the lowest level observed in history in a peaceful society. This was not caused by the lack

of work. On the contrary, the evidence suggests peasants worked for 326 days a year. A

married couple of laborers would have struggled to raise a family suggesting other sources of

income were decisive in sustaining population levels. The prime candidate for such income

was land which was relatively equally distributed. Incomes from landholdings made all of

the difference in terms of fertility and only the land rich could in expectation raise a family

(Kumon, 2018).

In addition to Japan, many societies in Asia were similarly poor. For other societies, the

available wage series are for shorter periods so it is unclear when the divergence occurred.

In the case of Japan, I have shown that unskilled urban day wages seem reliable as they also

confirm living standards that were as low as suggested by annual wages. If we rely on day

wages, the available additional evidence suggests the divergence occurred by at least 1400.

Northwest Europe was already much richer than Japan before the black death. Explana-

tions for divergence that relies on factors such as the black death cannot fully explain the

divergence (Voigtländer and Voth, 2012). Instead, we must seek answers in factors that long

precede the black death.
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Appendices

A Rice Prices and Currency

Figure 11: Rice Prices in Various Regions

For rice, there are prices from multiple location including Hiroshima and Osaka in silver

prices, and Nagoya, and Edo (Tokyo) in gold prices.22 However, the prices from Nagoya and

Edo are from domain government sources meaning they may not reflect true market prices

which is a concern. Moreover, the Osaka price series is the only one which spans most of the

period. Even if I use different price series for each region, I would have to somehow impute

the prices using Osaka prices for some of the period.

Figure 11 plots the rice prices from major markets to visually show why this is true. The

prices have all been converted to silver using exchange rates. The prices remain approxi-

mately the same throughout. Although Crawcour and Yamamura (1970) claim a divergence

in prices, this was purely a nominal phenomenon due to shifting exchange rates. The results

will not be affected by the choice of location.

22I also have prices for Echizen and Aizu but the prices diverge greatly from central market locations.
This may be partly due to the Aizu source being from domain sources, while Echizen prices are from one
large landholder who was opportunistically selling rice to markets. This may explain this divergence and
why they are unreliable.
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Figure 12: The Available Rice Prices in Osaka and Hiroshima

Imputing Missing Prices

I use price data from Iwahashi (1981) and Kimura (1987).23 Specifically, I estimate

specification (5) and predict the missing values.

Rice Price Osakat = β0 + β1Rice Price Hiroshimat + εt (5)

Rice prices in Osaka were in silver monme per koku24 of rice, where 1.367 koku of rice

provides 2000kcals of rice per day for one year.25 The resulting rice price index is shown

in figure 13 and the original prices for Hiroshima and Osaka are available in the appendix.

It is noticable that the price of rice increased in the 17th century, before stabilizing at 60

monme per koku most likely due to a mix of devaluations and a rapidly increasing population.

Some things to note are the effects of the great famines in the 1640s, 1730s, 1780s, and 1830s,

causing spikes in the prices. The other big spike of the 1710s are due to the Hoei devaluation

causing the price of silver to plummet. Rice prices became more unstable in the 1850s, as the

country opened up to foreign trade, while entering a civil war. I do not include the period

beyond 1864 when rice prices was anywhere between triple to eighteen times the standard

23Both of these sources are uploaded in electronic format on the Global Price and Income History website
24One Koku has often been taken as the benchmark for the food necessary to feed one man for a year, but

somebody eating this would only actually have about 1500kcals per day.
25Assuming 534kcals per 0.001 Koku
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Figure 13: Osaka Rice Prices (Real and Imputed) 1600-1863

price.26.

The data for currency is from Murakami and Takahashi (1986). In general, silver was used

in the west while the east used gold. Bronze was used everywhere for smaller transactions. I

use rice prices in silver so I take the exchange rate of gold/bronze and silver in Edo to make

the currencies comparable. The choice of Edo is due to data availability but the difference

in exchange rates between Edo and Osaka are unsurprisingly minor when both are available.

For years in which Edo data is unavailable, I impute the values using data from Kyoto, in

a procedure identical to how I found prices using specification (5). For cases in which there

are up to three year gaps in data, I linearly impute values. In the case of silver, due to the

near absence of exchange rate data before 1682, I assume 60 monme per ryo which appears

consistent with the limited data available.

The resulting exchange rates are graphically presented in figure (14). The value of silver

per unit remained fairly stable at 60 monme per ryo with the exceptions of devaluations and

the period following the opening of trade in the 1858 when the value of gold increased. In

contrast, the value of mon fluctuated far more. Its value fell in the late 17th century from

approximately 15 monme per 1000 mon to 10 monme per 1000 mon.

26If we believe in the rice prices, they suggest everyone starved, but this was not true. Thus, the prices
clearly lose representativeness for living standards
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Figure 14: Gold/Bronze Exchange Rate for Silver in Edo (Real and Imputed) 1600-1868

B The Length of the Work Year

I divide the annual wage by the unskilled day wage, both expressed in standard baskets

using Osaka prices. The results are in figure 15 and fluctuates between 225–460. I drop

the years before 1760 because the unskilled day wage had very different dynamics compared

to annual wages. This is unlikely to be due to less days of work because this is the period

of greatest poverty and laborers most likely had to work harder to survive. I also drop

post-1860 observations when price fluctuations are large and rice prices can diverge greatly

between Osaka and Kyoto. Averaging the remaining observations suggest a work year of 325

days. If I do not drop the other observations, I get 320 days of work.
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Figure 15: The Implied Length of the Work Year

C An OLS based Estimate using only Wage Contracts

I estimate specification (1) for only wage contracts, separately for each sex. The results are

shown graphically below. The power decreases, but there is no obvious difference in trend.

Figure 16: Male Servant Wages
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Figure 17: Female Servant Wages

D A Non-parametric Wage estimation

I conduct a simple non-parametric estimate, using an annual interest rate of 30% to impute

the implicit payment from loans. I use a local polynomial smoothing with degree three,

although other degrees do not significantly affect the results. This method has the advantage

of being more flexible, but assumes any regional sampling biases within certain periods are

irrelevant.
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Figure 18: A Non-Parametric Estimation of Male Servant Wages
The Shaded Area is a 95% Confidence Interval

Figure 19: A Non-Parametric Estimation of Female Servant Wages
The Shaded Area is a 95% Confidence Interval
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